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Inside the Beverly Lane residence in the heeart of Houston,

designed by the renowned firm Regan & Andre, marries

bespoke Art Deco and classic elements, forming a captivating

fusion of transitional styles, 

Peter Molick



Café™ Series 36" Built-In Touch Control Induction Cooktop
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I love the one-story Hollywood Art

Deco gems from a nostalgic era. The

soft, inviting sofas, wooden-paneled

ceilings, and expansive windows that

offer panoramic views of LA evoke a

sense of timeless charm. During that

era, these houses took the world by

storm, becoming icons of style and

luxury, and they still hold a special

place in my heart.

I 
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PERFECT

The moodboard encapsulates a rich tapestry of textures and materials. The
lustrous oak elements evoke a warm and inviting ambiance, harmonizing
effortlessly with the sleek, contrasting black accents. Delicate gold
embellishments add a touch of refined luxury, enhancing the overall
opulent theme. The introduction of white and grey marble surfaces infuses
an element of sophistication, while the interplay of various textures creates
a captivating visual harmony that defines the mood and character of the
space.
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PERFECT
Pretty



Upon my initial encounter with this home, one word echoed within me: "Perfection." Its
captivating art deco-inspired exterior, paired with exquisite contrasting linear accents,
inspired me to explore further. As my journey unfolded, "perfect" subtly transformed into
"pretty," and the residence evolved into something truly "pretty perfect". The Beverly Lane
House, an architectural masterpiece, a creation of the visionary minds at Regan & Andre
Architecture, is a seamless fusion of contemporary design and timeless elegance which at first
glance captivates with its sleek lines and understated grandeur.  The meticulous
craftsmanship of Gunn Construction becomes apparent, evident in every angle and detail of
the structure. A sense of anticipation builds as the exterior gives way to an interior that
promises to unfold an experience beyond imagination. 
Regan & Andre, the architectural pioneers of Houston, redefine the city's skyline with their
visionary designs. They craft spaces that seamlessly blend contemporary sophistication with
a sense of timelessness. Each creation bears the signature of meticulous craftsmanship,
reflecting their passion for pushing boundaries and reimagining possibilities. Their ingenuity
transforms structures into living works of art, fostering a harmonious balance between
functionality and aesthetic appeal.
The transformative power of Mann Designs Studio's expertise comes to life in the residence.
Every space is an embodiment of curated perfection, where plush textures and bespoke
furniture intertwine seamlessly with the subtle, yet captivating, light and warm wall colors. A
delicate balance between modern sophistication and inviting warmth is striking, offering a
haven that seamlessly blends a touch of regal to a place that someone calls home. An
unexpected narrative unfolds. The interior reveals a captivating twist, boasting intriguing
arm pieces and occasional furniture that add a touch of whimsical charm. Abundant, inviting
spaces adorned with unique shapes and carefully curated objects create an atmosphere that is
both alluring and comforting. The judicious use of color combinations adds a pretty and
vibrant dimension, infusing each room with a sense of character and playfulness. This
interplay of elements
Beyond the walls, the outdoor landscape curated by the visionary Heath J. Thibodeaux
unfolds like a mesmerizing natural canvas. Delicate flora and purposefully designed
hardscape elements create an enchanting retreat that complements the contemporary allure
of the residence. The exterior seamlessly merges with the interior, blurring the boundaries
between the sophisticated living space and the serene natural environment.
The collaboration of Regan & Andre Architecture, Gunn Construction, Mann Designs Studio,
and Heath J. Thibodeaux has resulted in the creation of a remarkable bespoke living
experience. The Beverly Lane House transcends the notion of a mere dwelling, embodying a
lifestyle where every facet reflects luxury and refined living. It is a place where the vision of
architectural experience meets the precision of construction. 
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KIT-
CHEN
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The kitchen exudes elegance with its rich oak cabinetry, emanating a
sense of warmth and luxury. The minimal gold hardware and
accessories accentuate the opulence, while the white and grey marble
countertops provide a striking visual contrast. The sleek black
cabinetry beneath the stove adds a touch of drama, harmonizing with
the overall aesthetic. The interplay of textures between the smooth
marble and the grainy oak creates a captivating tactile experience,
enhancing the kitchen. Completing the narrative is the charming
kitchen nook, adorned with soft grey seating and a round table
boasting a captivating gold metallic finish, adding a touch of elegance
to the perfect setting.

Smooth
interplay
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Inside Style
T H E  C A T A L O G U E
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EDITOR’S
PICK
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The Mbarq Collection by Dedon radiates opulence
through its meticulous craftsmanship, blending
handwoven fibers with precision-engineered
aluminum. Its resilient fabric, weather-tested for
endurance, ensures enduring elegance in outdoor
settings. The interplay of sophisticated textures
harmonizes with its sleek, minimalist design,
accentuated by a seamless fusion of form and
function. From the luxuriously soft upholstery to the
resilient, fade-resistant frame, every element exudes
a timelessness, promising comfort and durability.
Mbarq's refined fusion of modernity and
extravagance epitomizes a pinnacle of outdoor
luxury, redefining sophisticated alfresco living.



quoizel light
Transitional aged brass 6-
light chandelier with clear
reeded glass shade.

DESTINATION LIGHTING

epoxy art
Epoxy marble style artwork
on stone. 

LOESJE KLEEVEN

andrea
rectangular
bench
A wide, plush seat
upholstered in supple velvet
or muslin with custom-
crafted antique brass
finished legs.

ARTERIORS

ENTRYStyle
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Madeleine
Floor 
Lamp
Brass tripod Edwardian style
floor lamp.  

 SIGNATURE COLLECTION

Joli
Swivel 
Chair
Fiber covered seating - knife
edge with flange.

BERNHARDT 

syrah coffee
table
Hand-forged iron with thick
polished  flush fit glass top
with a flat edge.

ARTISTICA HOME

LIVINGStyle
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belle de
crystal wall
sconce
K9 crystal ball irregular cut
crystal double-light wall
sconce.

OASIS LAMPS

SYLVIE VELVET
DESK CHAIR 
Handcrafted Metal pedestal
chair on an Antiqued Brass
finish base.

RH

diptych desk
Covered with ivory vellum
detailed with columned feet
of burnished brass.

MOUS STUDIO

STUDYStyle
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Colin
sconce
Wide black shade layers on
dark contrast and a refined
silhouette  black and brass
sconce light.

ALLIUM

galveston
counter
stool
Multi-toned woven back
and soft cushioned seat. 

FOUNDATION GOODS

built-in wall
oven
Café™ Professional Series
30" Smart Built-In
Convection Single Wall
Oven

CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES

KITCHENStyle
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luna chair
Espresso finish Beech solid
dining armchair. 

RH

Mid-Century
Modern
dining table
Rowan Primavera veneer
and Komodo embossed
leather frieze with tapering
beech legs and rounded
exterior edges.

1ST DIBS

DININGStyle
INSIDE TRENDS #46

cora light
Burnished brass waterfall
chandelier with large ivory
multi-petal frosted glass
canopy.

VISUAL COMFORT



Lowan
Bedside
Cabinet
Artisan crafted with
brushed brass accents,
leather and lati veneers
finished in a decadently
deep Cardamon finish.

THEODORE ALEXANDER

CORTA FABRIC
CANOPY BED
Crafted with rift-cut
European oak and wire
brushed. 

RH

BEDROOM

gingko light
Ceramic ginkgo tree petal
chandelier in brass frame. 

DEKOR FINE

Style
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quartz
chandelier
Handcrafted chandelier
with quartz crystal details.

JOHN RICHARD

day dream
bath
Matte Black & White finish
soaking bath tub. 

ADP AUSTRALIA

Neri End Table
Contemporary style round
marble high side table
design.

BUND

BATHROOMStyle
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OUT-
DOOR
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The outdoor space evokes the captivating allure of Old Hollywood's
Art Deco era, radiating a timeless glamor that transcends trends. A
rectangular pool, surrounded by velvety grass, sets the stage for
ultimate relaxation. Plush, carefully selected natural seating exudes a
luxurious charm, offering comfort amidst the sophisticated setting.
Soft colors and textures dominate the scene, creating an atmosphere
of tranquility and refined elegance. The meticulously planned white
stone-tiled landscaping adds a delicate touch, harmoniously
integrating with the surroundings. Every element within this outdoor
sanctuary speaks of meticulous design and careful curation, reflecting
a commitment to creating an outdoor haven that seamlessly
combines luxury and sophistication.

Deco
Glam
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eliza coffee
table
Open-form constructed
rattan woven table. 

DONOVAN LORD

circula
pedestal
coffee table
Round powder-coated
aluminum coffee table. 

ALL MODERN

MBARQ
COLLECTION
3-seater
3-seater chestnut woven
rattan kvadrat high
performance fabric. 

THE LIFESTYLED CO

OUTDOORStyle
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C O R R O S I O N
C o l l e c t i o n

lepangluxuryinteriors 

LEPANG

CANVAS   |    METAL     |  FRAMED PR INTS
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Editor
LEPANG FERGUSON

Designer, Artist & Author, Lepang Ferguson has been
working in the lifestyle industry for many years, having
spent most of her career as a graphic designer & product
developer, her love for interior and industrial design
grew, allowing her to develop her own collections and
work seamlessly in the interior & lifestyle design
industry. 

www.lepangluxuryinteriors.com
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